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Wheeled Production Case | Off-Road Wheels |
Black | Large 

  

Description brève du produit :  

  

Codes produits :  

Référence WPC-3ORB
EAN13 : -
CUP : -  

      

  

Description du produit :  

The WPC-3ORB (Large Wheeled Production Case) is a rugged rolling transport case designed to
protect and carry a wide range of lighting, grip and production gear, electronics, accessories,
batteries, cable, and more. The case has a lightweight yet rigid and highly-protective frame. The
frame has a layer of padding and is covered in water-resistant, military-grade 1000d Cordura®
fabric and water-proofed nylon-bonded triple-tacked stitching for long life and superior water-
resistance in a range of unpredictable production conditions. Easily cleaned as necessary.

The case's padded-rigid walls are reinforced with extra layer of lightweight rigid protection for
carrying extra heavy loads. The case interior can be organized into a custom divider setup using
the included padded rigid dividers. There are oversized exterior pockets for extra storage.

Removable Off-Road Wheel System

The WPC-3ORB features our removable wheel system that provides maximum stability and a
smooth rolling experience while also allowing you to remove the wheels to prevent axle damage
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during air or van transport. The smooth rolling high-performance off-road removable wheels are
made of solid rubber and have off-road treads for superior rolling on almost any surface. The
wheels have smooth-rolling ball bearings and solid-steel axles to allow you to pull heavy loads
comfortably and confidently.

There is a retractable handle for pulling the case and comfortable suede leather handles for
picking the case up during transport.

Watch this short video on our unique removable wheel system (featured on the
WPC-3ORB) 

Dimensions Interior: 36 x 13 x 9.5” (91.44 x 33.02 x 24.13cm) (LxWxH)

Exterior: 39 x 20 x 14.5” (99.06 x 50.8 x 36.83cm) (LxWxH)

Weight: 18 lbs (8.16kg)
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